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Here in Wisconsin, we start looking forward to 
spring in, oh, about October. With the vernal 
equinox still just a ray of hope on the horizon, 

we’re looking ahead to fair days with the four projects in 
this issue of B&B Extra. For a quick jolt from the dreary 
winter doldrums, try Belinda McCoy’s bracelet depicting 
that iconic Valentine’s Day treat, the conversation heart. 
It’s a basic peyote stitch band, but the fun, lively colors are 
sure to get you revved up. If bling is your thing, you’ll fall 
for Marion Leffler’s chunky right-angle weave and peyote bracelet featuring 
pastel-hued crystal stones bezeled in bicone crystals. Spruce up your wardrobe 
with Shoshana Rubin’s “Style on the square” cuff, a piece that brings great 
curves to straight lines. Finally, try my beaded egg for a project that looks 
forward to the spring thaw while drawing inspiration from the past. 
 Happy beading!

Editor, Bead&Button

editor@beadandbutton.com
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designed by Belinda McCoy

Get your admirers 

talking with a sweet 

treat of a bracelet

PEYOTE STITCH
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Candy 
hearts 
bracelet

Valentine’s Day gives us 
an opportunity to spread 
the love with encouraging 
cards and tasty morsels. 
This peyote stitch bracelet 
sends a warm and fuzzy 
message to anyone who 
receives it — even if you 
give it to yourself!



stepbystep
[1] On a comfortable length of thread, 
attach a stop bead (Online Beading 
Basics), leaving a 12-in. (30 cm) tail.
[2] Using 110 Delica cylinder beads, 
work the pattern in flat even-count 
peyote stitch (Online Basics), starting 
at the bottom left-hand corner. End and 
add thread (Online Basics) as needed.
[3] Hold the band horizontally so the 
working thread is pointing away from 
you. To work the first edging stitch: 
With the working thread exiting the 
end cylinder in the last row, pick up 
three medium pink cylinders, sew 
down through the next edge cylinder, 
and sew up through the following 
edge cylinder (figure 1, a–b).
[4] To work subsequent edging stitches: 
Pick up three medium pink cylinders, 
and sew through the next edge cylinder. 
Sew through the beadwork to exit the 
second edge cylinder from the one you 
just sewed through (b–c). Repeat this 
stitch for the length of the edge, ending 
and adding thread as needed.

materials
bracelet 71⁄2 in. (19.1 cm)
• 110 Miyuki Delica cylinder beads*

 47 dark red (DB654, opaque brick red)

 1 g medium red (DB791, opaque matte 

 candy apple red)

 92 dark orange (DB653, opaque pumpkin)

 56 light orange (DB651, opaque light 

 orange)

 2 g medium yellow (DB1491, opaque 

 eggshell)

 1 g light yellow (DB1131, opaque light 

 butter rum; www.artbeads.com)

 48 dark green (DB724, opaque pea green)

 2 g medium green (DB1496, opaque 

 sea foam)

 83 violet (DB1379, opaque red violet)

 55 medium purple (DB661, opaque 

 purple)

 2 g light purple (DB1137, opaque 

 blue agate; www.artbeads.com)

 1 g dark pink (DB873, opaque matte 

 rainbow fuchsia)

 1 g medium pink (DB1371, opaque rose)

 2 g light pink (DB1493, opaque dark 

 peach)

 48 gray (DB1498, opaque pale grey)

 2 g white (DB200, opaque white)

• 13 x 15 mm heart button with shank

• Fireline 4 or 6 lb. test

• beading needles, #12

*The Delica beads were purchased from 

www.firemountaingems.com (unless other-

wise noted) and reflect the numbering and 

naming conventions of the vendor.

Belinda McCoy 
lives in Grass Valley, 
California, where she is 
a computer technician. 
She recently received a 
Masters degree in stem 
cell biology, and despite what she 
calls “my very left-brain academic 
and career paths,” she has been 
creative since a young age. Contact 
Belinda at bgbeaddesigns@gmail.com.
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DB654 Opaque brick red

DB791 Opaque matte candy apple red

DB653 Opaque pumpkin

DB651 Opaque light orange

DB1491 Opaque eggshell

DB1131 Opaque light butter rum

DB724 Opaque pea green

DB1496 Opaque sea foam

DB1379 Opaque red violet

DB661 Opaque purple

DB1137 Opaque blue agate

DB873 Opaque matte rainbow fuchsia

DB1371 Opaque rose

DB1493 Opaque dark peach

DB1498 Opaque pale grey

DB200 Opaque white

110 Delica cylinder beads

PATTERN

www To brush up on the Online 
Beading Basics referenced in this 
story (plus other techniques!), go to 
www.BeadAndButton.com/Basics.

http://www.artbeads.com
http://www.artbeads.com
http://www.firemountaingems.com
mailto:bgbeaddesigns@gmail.com
http://www.BeadAndButton.com/Basics


abc

[5] Sew through the beadwork to exit 
the end cylinder along the other edge. 
Repeat steps 3 and 4 for this edge.
[6] To make the toggle loop: 
Using the working thread, sew through 
the end row of the band to exit the 
sixth up-bead from one edge. Pick up 
27 medium pink cylinders, and sew 
through the next up-bead. Sew back 
through all the cylinders just added 
and the sixth up-bead from the end 
(figure 2). Continue through the first 
cylinder added in this step. Using 
medium pink cylinders, work a row 
of peyote stitch off the loop of cylin-
ders. End the working thread.

[7] To attach the toggle button: 
Remove the stop bead, and using the 
tail, sew through the end row of the 
band to exit the sixth up-bead from 
one edge. Pick up 12 medium pink 
cylinders and the shank of the heart 
button, and sew through the next 
up-bead. Sew back through all the 
cylinders just added and the first 
up-bead. End the tail. w
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FIGURE 2



You Supply the Creativity, 
     We Supply Everything Else!®

One Fire Mountain Way, DEPT C018  Grants Pass, OR  97526  1-800-335-2137

For complete instructions 
and materials list Click Here

NecklaceDesign Idea C70C 

Shop over 116,000 HOT jewelry-making products: www.firemountaingems.com

http://www.firemountaingems.com/galleryofdesigns/jewelry_design_gallery.asp?docid=C70C&doccat=gallery+and+project&Resources=&SearchPerformed=True&PageNo=1&Type=&s.evps=C70C&WT.mc_id=C373


designed by Marion Leffler

Swanky Swarovski stones and 
bicone bezels are the new vogue 

RIGHT-ANGLE WEAVE / PEYOTE STITCH
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Not-your-grandma’s 
costume bracelet



stepbystep
Where do I find those stones?
Before you buy any of the other supplies 
for your bracelet, you’ll want to obtain 
the Swarovski article #4527 18 x 13 mm 
step-cut fancy stones. A quick Internet 
search will show that the stones used in 
the designer’s pastel bracelet are usually 
sold wholesale (in packs of 48, 72, or 
more pieces). If you go that route, 
you can make multiple bracelets or 
share your leftover stones with beady 
friends. For more budget-friendly alter-
natives, check out the following sources:

• www.ebay.com and www.etsy.com. 
At the time this story was written, both 
of these sources offered stones in the 
designer’s colors, sold either individually 
or in small quantities. Keep in mind, 
though, that eBay and Etsy stores 
do not have an indefinite supply 
and may sell out.
• www.ejoyce.com offers the stones in 
a different palette: burgundy, crystal 
golden shadow, crystal silver shadow, 
crystal, and smoky quartz. The stones 
are sold individually.
• www.firemountaingems.com sells the 
stones in the 14 x 10 mm size. Colors 
include: light Azore, crystal, crystal AB, 
crystal golden shadow, Montana, and 

light amethyst. The stones are sold indi-
vidually, in packs of four, or in packs 
of 72. If you choose this size stone, go 
to “Bracelet with 14 x 10 mm stones” 
in both the instructions and materials 
list for adapted steps and bead counts.

Bracelet with 
18 x 13 mm stones
Bezeled stones

[1] On 1½ yd. (1.4 m) of thread, pick 
up four 3 mm bicone crystals. Tie the 
beads into a ring with a square knot 
(Online Beading Basics), leaving a 6-in. 
(15 cm) tail, and sew through all the 
beads again.
[2] To work row 1 of the bezel: 
Work a strip of right-angle weave 
(Online Basics) using 3 mms until you 
have a total of 17 stitches, including 
the ring from step 1. Sew through the 
beadwork to exit the last 3 mm along 
one edge (photo a). 
[3] To work row 2 of the bezel: Pick up 
a 3 mm, an 80 seed bead, and a 3 mm, 
and sew through the 3 mm your thread 
exited at the start of this step. Working 
off the top edge of row 1, continue in 
right-angle weave, picking up an 80 
at the top of every stitch (photo b).
[4] To join the ends of row 2: Pick up 
an 80, and sew through the 3 mm at 
the other end of row 2. Pick up a 3 mm, 

A vintage costume-jewelry bracelet, with big stones and 
a supple band, is a fabulous find at a flea market or 

auction. Now you can replicate that look without 
having to hunt and haggle! Simply bezel a string 
of crystal stones with — you guessed it — more 
crystals, and you have a bauble worthy of your 
grandmother’s jewelry box.

materials
bracelet with 18 x 13 mm stones
7 in. (18 cm)
• 8 18 x 13 mm step-cut fancy stones   

 (Swarovski article #4527; tanzanite, 

 light amethyst, erinite, light Azore)

• 576 3 mm bicone crystals (Swarovski,  

 crystal comet argent light)

• 6 g 80 seed beads (Toho 711, nickel;  

 www.artbeads.com)

• 1 g 150 seed beads (Toho 29B, 

 silver-lined gray; www.artbeads.com)

• 2-strand slide clasp

• Fireline 6 lb. test

• beading needles, #10

bead colors in photos a–l:
• 18 x 13 mm step-cut fancy stones   

 (Swarovski article #4527; burgundy and  

 crystal golden shadow; www.ejoyce.com)

• 3 mm bicone crystals (Swarovski, 

 crystal Dorado 2X)

• 80 seed beads (Miyuki 2, silver-lined 

 light gold)

• 150 seed beads (Miyuki 193, 24kt gold  

 light plated)

bracelet with 14 x 10 mm stones 
7 in. (18 cm), as shown in the 
sample at the bottom of photo m
• 10 14 x 10 mm step-cut fancy stones  

 (Swarovski article #4527, Montana 

 and crystal golden shadow; 

 www.firemountaingems.com)

• 560 3 mm bicone crystals (Swarovski,  

 crystal comet argent light)

• 5 g 110 seed beads (Miyuki 1, 

 silver-lined crystal)

• 1 g 150 seed beads (Miyuki 551, 

 gilt-lined white opal)

• 2-strand slide clasp

• Fireline 6 lb. test

• beading needles, #10
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a

When Marion Leffler 
took a bead-crochet 
class in 2004, she 
quickly became addicted. 
Now she runs her own 
bead store in Kassel, 
Germany, called Perlensucht 
(which, not surprisingly, means 
“bead addiction” in English). Email 
Marion at perlensucht@hotmail.de, 
or visit www.perlensucht-kassel.de.b

http://www.ebay.com
http://www.etsy.com
http://www.ejoyce.com
http://www.firemountaingems.com
http://www.artbeads.com
http://www.artbeads.com
http://www.ejoyce.com
http://www.firemountaingems.com
mailto:perlensucht@hotmail.de
http://www.perlensucht-kassel.de
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and sew through the 3 mm your thread 
exited at the start of this step (photo c). 
Retrace the thread path of the join, 
exiting the 3 mm added in this step. 
Sew through the next end 3 mm in 
row 1 (photo d).
[5] To join the ends of row 1: Pick up 
a 3 mm, sew through the 3 mm at the 
other end of row 1, and continue through 
the 3 mm added in the previous step. 
Retrace the thread path of the join, exit-
ing the 3 mm added in this step (photo e).
[6] Pick up a 150 seed bead, and sew 
through the next 3 mm along this edge. 
Repeat this stitch twice to add a total 
of three 150s (photo f).
[7] Sew through the next six edge 
3 mms, and then repeat step 6. Sew 
through all the 3 mms and 150s along 
this edge, using tight tension (photo g). 
This is the front of the bezel.
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www To brush up on the Online 
Beading Basics referenced in this 
story (plus other techniques!), go to 
www.BeadAndButton.com/Basics.

gf

h i

[8] Sew through the beadwork to 
the 80s on the back of the bezel, 
and exit so that you are in position 
to add a bead directly opposite a 150 
on the front.
[9] Pick up an 80, and sew through 
the next 80 along this edge. Repeat 
this stitch twice to add a total of three 
80s (photo h). Make sure the 80s added 
in this step are positioned directly oppo-
site the 150s on the front of the bezel.
[10] Using loose tension, sew through 
the next six 80s, and then repeat step 9 
(photo i). This is the back of the bezel, 
and the 80s added in these steps will 
be the connector 80s.
[11] Insert an 18 x 13 mm stone into 
the bezel so that the front of the stone 
lies against the front of the bezel (photo j). 
Sew through all the 80s on the back of 
the bezel to tighten the bezel around the 

j

http://www.BeadAndButton.com/Basics


stone. End the tail (Online Basics) but 
not the working thread.
[12] Make a total of eight bezeled 
stones.

Assembly

[1] Lay out your bezeled stones in the 
desired order, and turn them upside 
down so their backs are facing up. 
[2] Using the working thread from an 
end stone, sew through the beadwork to 
exit an outer connector 80. Sew through 
one loop of the clasp, continue through 
the next connector 80, sew through the 
other loop of the clasp, and continue 
through the following connector 80 
(photo k). Retrace the clasp connection.
[3] Sew through the beadwork to the 
other side of the stone, exiting an outer 
connector 80. Using 80s, stitch three 
rows of flat odd-count peyote stitch 
(Online Basics) off the connector 80s, 
and zip up (Online Basics) to the con-
nector 80s on the next bezeled stone 
(photo l). Retrace the thread path of 
the join, and end the working thread.
[4] Using the working thread of the 
new bezeled stone, work as in step 3 
to connect the next stone. Continue 
working in this manner until all the 
stones are connected. Using the last 

remaining working thread, attach the 
other half of the clasp as in step 2. 

Bracelet with 
14 x 10 mm stones
Note the difference in size between 
the 18 x 13 mm stones (photo m, top) 
and the 14 x 10 mm stones (photo m, 
bottom). You may find that you prefer 
the daintier size stone for your bracelet.

Bezeled stones

Work as in steps 1–12 of “Bezeled stones” 
above with the following changes:
• In step 2, work row 1 until it has 
just 13 stitches, including the ring 
from step 1. 
• In steps 3 and 4, replace the 80s 
with 110 seed beads.
• In step 7, sew through just four 
3 mms before repeating step 6.
• In step 8, sew through the beadwork 
to the 110s on the back of the bezel, 
and exit so that you are in position 
to add a bead directly opposite a 150 
on the front.
• In step 9, replace the 80s with 110s.
• In step 10, sew through just four 
110s before repeating step 9.
• In step 12, make a total of 10 
bezeled stones.

Assembly

Work as in steps 1–4 of “Assembly” 
above with the following changes:
• In step 2, the connector 80s you sew 
through will be connector 110s.
• In step 3, use 110s to stitch seven 
rows of odd-count peyote stitch before 
zipping up to the connector 110s on 
the next bezeled stone. w
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designed by Shoshana Rubin

Construct a 
sturdy cuff 
with Tila beads, 
seed beads, 
and crystals

BEAD WEAVING
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Style 
on the 
square



stepbystep
On many Tila beads, one 
surface is more rounded 
than the other. Try to 
keep all the rounded sides 
on the same surface of 
each wall as you stitch. 
The  flat surface will be 
the outward-facing surface 
of each wall.

Outer wall
[1] On 2 yd. (1.8 m) of 
thread, pick up a 5 mm 

Tila bead. Leaving a 
6-in. (15 cm) tail, circle 
through the other hole of 
the same Tila and the first 
hole again (figure 1, a–b).
[2] Pick up two 110 seed 
beads and a Tila bead 
26 times (b–c). Circle 
through both holes of 
the last Tila, ending with 
your thread exiting the 
second hole, pointing 
toward the other end 
of the beadwork (c–d).
[3] Pick up a 3 mm 

bicone crystal, and sew 
through the second hole 
of the next Tila bead 
(figure 2, a–b). Repeat 
this stitch for the length 
of the beadwork (b–c).
[4] Pick up a Tila bead, 
and circle through the 
second hole of the adja-
cent Tila in the previous 
row and the new Tila 
(figure 3, a–b). 
[5] Pick up two 110s and 
a Tila bead, and circle 
through the second hole 

Add a gentle curve to bands of square Tila beads with seed 
beads and crystals. Beading foundation creates a strong yet 
lightweight core that lends structure to this elegant cuff.

materials
bronze cuff 27⁄8-in. (7.3 cm) diameter
• 282 (24 g) 5 mm Tila beads 

 (Miyuki 2006, metallic matte bronze)

•   52 3 mm bicone crystals (Swarovski, 

light topaz)

• 4 g 110 seed beads (Czech, pearl ivory)

•   3 g 150 seed beads (Toho 147, Ceylon  

 light ivory)

• Fireline 6 lb. test

• beading needles, #12

• E6000 adhesive

• Lacy’s Stiff Stuff beading foundation

•   2 round bracelet forms (such as a clip  

 from a spool of flexible beading wire)

• paper clips

• chainnose pliers

ivory cuff 31⁄8-in. (7.9 cm) diameter
•   5 mm Tila beads (Miyuki 2592, antique  

 ivory silk satin)

• 3 mm bicone crystals (Preciosa, honey)

• 110 seed beads (Czech, brown iris)

•   150 seed beads (Toho 83, metallic 

 bronze iris)

Shoshana Rubin 
began beading several 
years ago to fill up a 
tremendous hole in her 
heart when she lost a 
daughter in a car accident. She finds 
beading very fulfilling and consoling. 
After a couple of years, she started 
teaching a group of bereaved par-
ents. She also teaches other groups, 
like women’s organizations and 
classes in an artisan craft store. 
Shoshana lives in Israel. Contact her 
at shoshir100@gmail.com.
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FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

www To brush up on the Online 
Beading Basics referenced in this 
story (plus other techniques!), go to 
www.BeadAndButton.com/Basics.

 5 mm Tila bead

3 mm bicone crystal

110 seed bead

mailto:shoshir100@gmail.com
http://www.BeadAndButton.com/Basics


of the next Tila in the previous 
row and the new Tila (b–c). 
Repeat this stitch for the length 
of the beadwork, and then sew 
through the second hole of the 
last Tila added (c–d).
[6] Pick up two 110s, and sew 
through the second hole of the 
next Tila bead (d–e). Repeat 
this stitch for the length of the 
beadwork (e–f).
[7] Work as in steps 4 and 5, 
but substitute a 3 mm for each 
pair of 110s. End and add 
thread (Online Beading Basics) 
as needed.
[8] Repeat step 6. End the 
working thread and tail.

Inner wall
Work as in “Outer wall,” but 
separate the Tilas with a 150 
seed bead instead of a pair 
of 110s or a 3 mm.

Side walls
[1] On 2 yd. (1.8 m) of thread, 
work as in steps 1 and 2 of 
“Outer wall,” but substitute 
a 150 for each pair of 110s.
[2] Work as in step 3 of 
“Outer wall,” but substitute 
an 110 for each 3 mm. Your 
beadwork will begin to curve.
[3] Work as in steps 4 and 5 
of “Outer wall,” but substitute 
two 150s for each pair of 110s.
[4] Work as in step 6 of 
“Outer wall.” End the threads.
[5] Make a second side wall.

End caps
[1] On 18 in. (46 cm) of 
thread, pick up two Tila beads, 
and sew through the same hole 
of the first Tila again, arrang-
ing the beads side by side and 
leaving a 6-in. (15 cm) tail 
(figure 4). 
[2] Pick up two Tila beads, 
and sew through the previous 
two Tilas and the first Tila just 
picked up (figure 5). Repeat 
(figure 6). End the threads.
[3] Make a second end cap.

Reinforcing
[1] Cut a piece of beading 
foundation that is slightly 
smaller than the outer wall. 
Apply a thin, even layer of 
glue to one surface of the 
foundation, and press it onto 
the back of the beadwork. 
Making sure the Tila beads 
are flat and even, wrap the 
beadwork around the outside 
of the spool clip or other 
bracelet form. Secure the 
beadwork to the form with 
paper clips (photo a). 
[2] Repeat step 1 with the 
inner wall, but wrap the bead-
work along the inside of the 
other bracelet form (photo b).
[3] Cut pieces of foundation 
that are slightly smaller than 
the side walls and end caps, 
and glue one to the back 
surface of each component 
(photos c and d). Allow all 
the pieces to dry.
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Assembly
[1] Remove the inner and 
outer walls from the bracelet 
forms. Add a new thread to a 
side wall, and align the side 
wall with the inner wall. Sew 
through two corresponding 
Tila beads (photo e), and then 
continue through the next seed 
bead and Tila. Repeat this stitch 
to connect the walls along their 
entire lengths. You may need to 
use chainnose pliers to grasp 
and pull your needle in some 
of the tight spaces.
[2] Repeat step 1 to connect 
the other side wall to the 
inner wall. 
[3] Connect the outer wall to 
the side walls in the same way 
(photo f). End any remaining 
threads.
[4] Place an end cap over the 
opening at one end of the 
bracelet. Add a new  thread to 
one of the side walls, and exit 
an end Tila bead. 
[5] Pick up a 150, and sew 
through the adjacent Tila 

bead on the end cap (photo g). 
Your thread should be exiting 
between two Tilas on the 
end cap.
[6] Sew under the nearest 
thread bridge on the adjacent 
wall (photo h), and then sew 
through the next Tila in the 
end cap (photo i). Repeat to 
attach the end cap to the next 
thread bridge.
[7] Pick up a 150, and sew 
through the corresponding Tila 
on the other side wall. 
[8] Sew up through the next 
hole of the Tila. Pick up a 150, 
and sew through all the Tilas in 
the end cap. Pick up a 150, and 
sew through the corresponding 
Tila in the first side wall.
[9] Repeat step 8.
[10] Sew through the next 
hole of the Tila. Repeat steps 
5–7 to attach the remaining 
side of the end cap to the 
corresponding walls. 
[11] Attach the other end 
cap to the other end of the 
bracelet. w

gfe
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Now you can create your style, super fast and super easy – 
with the CREATE YOUR STYLE Mini Projects. Easy-to-follow 
text instructions guide you to your own crystal creation – in 
just a few minutes. CREATE YOUR STYLE Mini Projects let 
you bring a sparkle to every special occasion.

WWW.CREATE-YOUR-STYLE.COM

For free instructions scan QR-Code 
with SmartPhone App or go to
http://url.swarovski.com/co8

GET READY FOR A SPARKLING

ST. PATRICK’S DAY!

Click here to get free instructions & 

fi nd where to buy 

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS!

http://url.swarovski.com/co8


by Julia Gerlach

Bedeck a simple 

wooden form to make 

a lush spring ornament

BEAD WEAVING

Egg-stravagance
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stepbystep
Before you start beading, paint your 
egg form according to the paint 
manufacturer’s instructions. Allow 
the egg to dry completely.

Flower components
[1] On 1 yd. (.9 m) of thread, pick up 
eight 110 seed beads, and tie them into a 
ring with a square knot (Online Beading 
Basics), leaving a 6-in. (15 cm) tail. Sew 
through the first 110 again. 
[2] Pick up a color D 3 mm pearl, skip 
three 110s in the ring, and sew through 
the following 110. Sew back through the 
pearl and the 110 your thread exited at 
the start of this step (figure 1).

[3] Pick up seven 110s, and sew through 
the 110 your thread exited at the start 
of this step and the next 110 in the ring 
(figure 2, a–b). This forms the first petal.
[4] Pick up five 110s, and sew through 
the first two 110s picked up in the previ-
ous petal, the 110 your thread exited in 
the ring, and the following 110 in the 
ring (b–c).  
[5] Repeat step 4 five times, and then 
sew through the two adjacent 110s from 
the first petal (c–d). Pick up three 110s, 
and sew through the two corresponding 
110s in the previous petal and the 110 
in the ring (d–e).  
[6] Pick up a color A 4 mm bicone 
crystal, and sew through the 110 at 
the tip of the petal (figure 3, a–b). 

My daughter and I love dying eggs around Easter time, 
and I always feel it’s a shame they don’t last longer. 
So I made these crystal-and-pearl-studded eggs that 
I can display year after year.

materials
cream-and-pastel beaded egg cover
• 2½ x 1¾-in. (6.4 x 4.4 cm) wooden egg  

 form (www.rabbithollowcreations.com)

• 4 mm bicone crystals (Preciosa)

 44 color A (amethyst AB2X)

 32 color B (fuchsia AB2X)

 48 color C (light rose AB2X)

• 3 mm bicone crystals (Preciosa)

 40 color A (amethyst AB2X)

 32 color B (fuchsia AB2X)

 12 color C (light rose AB2X)

• 3 mm crystal pearls (Swarovski)

 12 color D (light green)

 96 color E (cream rose)

• 3 g 110 seed beads (Czech, pearl ivory;  

 www.beadfx.com)

• acrylic craft or spray paint 

• paintbrush (optional)

• Fireline 6 lb. test

• beading needles, #12

coppery beaded egg colors:
• 4 mm and 3 mm bicone crystals   

 (Swarovski)

 color A (Indian red)

 color B (crystal astral pink)

 color C (crystal brandy)

• 3 mm crystal pearls (Swarovski) 

 color D (light gold)

 color E (copper)

• 110 seed beads (Czech, silk light copper)

Julia Gerlach is the 
editor of Bead&Button. 
Contact her at jgerlach@
beadandbutton.com.
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c

d

e

4 mm bicone crystal, color A

4 mm bicone crystal, color B

4 mm bicone crystal, color C

3 mm bicone crystal, color A

3 mm bicone crystal, color B

3 mm bicone crystal, color C

3 mm crystal pearl, color D

3 mm crystal pearl, color E

110 seed bead

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

www To brush up on the Online 
Beading Basics referenced in this 
story (plus other techniques!), go to 
www.BeadAndButton.com/Basics.

http://www.rabbithollowcreations.com
http://www.beadfx.com
http://www.BeadAndButton.com/Basics
mailto:jgerlach@beadandbutton.com


Sew back through the 4 mm, and 
continue through the 110 in the ring 
and the next 110 (b–c). Repeat these 
stitches to add an A 4 mm to each petal 
(c–d), and sew through the beadwork to 
exit a tip 110 (d–e).
[7] Pick up an 110, a color E 3 mm 
pearl, and an 110, and sew through 
the 110 at the tip of the next petal 
(figure 4, a–b). Repeat this stitch around 
the flower component, and sew through 
the first 110 added in this step (b–c).
[8] Pick up four 110s, skip the pearl, 
and sew through the following 110. 
Skip the next 110, and sew through 
the 110 that precedes the next pearl 
(figure 5, a–b). Repeat this stitch four 
times (b–c), and continue through the 
next pearl (c–d). 
[9] Pick up a color A 3 mm bicone 
crystal, an 110, and an A 3 mm, and 
sew through the pearl and the next 110. 
Skip the next 110, and sew through the 
110 that precedes the following pearl 
(d–e). This is a connection point.
[10] Work one stitch as in step 8, and 
then repeat step 9 to form a second 
connection point (e–f). End the working 
thread and tail (Online Basics).
[11] Repeat steps 1–10 to make a total 
of four color A flower components.
[12] Repeat steps 1–10 to make four 
color C flower components with the 
following changes:
• Substitute color C 4 mm bicones 
for the A 4 mms 
• Substitute color B 3 mm bicones 
for the A 3 mms
• Before setting the components aside, 
on each component: Sew through the 
beadwork to exit between the second 
and third 110s surrounding the pearl 
between the two connection points 
(figure 6, point a). Pick up an 110, 
a C 4 mm, an 110, a C 3 mm, and an 
110 (a–b). Sew back through the 3 mm, 
110, 4 mm, and 110, and into the com-
ponent (b–c). End the threads. 
[13] Repeat steps 1–7 to begin a color 
B flower component by substituting 
color B 4 mm bicones for the A 4 mms. 
[14] Embellish the adjacent pearl with 
110s as in step 8, and continue through 
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the next pearl (figure 7, a–b). Pick up an 
A 3 mm, sew through the 110 between 
two 3 mms at the tip of a color A com-
ponent, pick up an A 3 mm, and sew 
through the pearl again (b–c).
[15] Repeat step 14, attaching another 
A component (c–d).
[16] Repeat steps 14 and 15, but 
substitute B 3 mms for the A 3 mms 
and attach two color C components 
(d–e). End the threads.
[17] Repeat steps 13–16 three times 
to connect all the flower components.

Finishing
[1] Add 1 yd. (.9 m) of thread (Online 
Basics) to a color A component, exiting 
the middle two 110s at the bottom cen-
ter of the component (figure 7, point f). 
[2] Pick up an 110, an A 4 mm, an 110, 
an A 3 mm, an 110, an A 4 mm, an 110, 
an A 3 mm, an 110, an A 4 mm, and an 
110, and sew through the middle two 
110s in the next A component (f–g). 
Repeat this stitch to join all four A 
components with swags of crystals. 
Step up to exit the middle A 4 mm in 
the first swag.
[3] Pick up two 110s, and sew through 
the middle A 4 mm in the next swag. 
Repeat this stitch to complete the 
round, pulling the center 4 mms and 
110s into a tight ring. End the thread.
[4] Add 1 yd. (.9 m) of thread to a 
color C component, exiting the middle 
two 110s at the top center of the compo-
nent. Repeat step 2, but substitute 
C 4 mms and 3 mms for the As. 
Insert your egg form into the beadwork.
[5] To close up the top of the cover, 
work as in step 3, but pick up only one 
110 per stitch.
[6] Sew through a color C component 
to exit between two side petals (figure 8, 
point a). Pick up a color E pearl, and 
sew through the middle five 110s 
between the two petals and the new 
pearl (a–b). Pick up three E pearls, and 
sew through the previous pearl and the 
first two just picked up (b–c). Sew 
through the middle five 110s between 
the two side petals on the adjacent color 
C component and the pearl your thread 
just exited (c–d). Repeat this step to 
connect all the color C components. 
End the thread. w

a

b

c

d

FIGURE 8
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b

c d

e

f g

FIGURE 7
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